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Abstract. Security problems in collaborative work between multiple agencies 
are less well understood than those in the business and defence worlds. We de-
velop a perspective for policies and models that is task-based on a need-to-
know basis. These policies are represented by two protocols, the first CTCP 
(Collaboration Task-based Creation Protocol) dealing with negotiation, deci-
sion and agreement between the parties involved and the second CTRP (Col-
laboration Task-based Run-time Protocol) responsible for the operation of the 
policy. The two protocols and the relationship between them are defined in 
Petri-Nets. The overall model is formally defined using a categorical pullback 
construction. Each of the protocols, represented as Petri-Nets for state-
transition purposes, is a category-valued functor in the pullback.   

1  Introduction 

Information is naturally sharable among groups such as team, committee, organization, country 
and federation in a manner based on trust. However to achieve an accepted level of trust is 
quite a complicated issue because as the collaboration grows wider, more participants are 
involved with divergent policies. Although designing secure models for collaboration environ-
ments has been a target of a number of academic and commercial research bodies, numerous 
organizations still keep their systems (especially the trusted systems) unconnected with outsid-
ers.  

Basically security systems are built out of the available mechanisms to meet a security pol-
icy based on a selected security model [9]. A review has been made [2] of the appropriateness 
of standard security models for collaborative multi-agency systems. Most are either targeted at 
a specific security requirement or are too static to represent a dynamic situation. All deal with a 
single policy, whereas by definition the multi-agency and collaboration environment involves 
more than one policy.  

A motivating example of an application that involves multi-agency services is the medical 
information services. The only model designed to meet the security requirements for the medi-
cal records in the UK was the BMA (British Medical Association) Security Policy Model [3]. 
This model was recently examined [1] against the multi-agency security requirements and it 
was found that the issue of sharing clinical information including collaboration activities with 
other agencies such as police, social services or the education authority was not clearly consid-
ered. For instance the need-to-know problem was not addressed in the BMA model, as the 
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BMA does not accept that need-to-know is an acceptable basis for access control decisions. 
However there might be a case where need-to-know cannot be avoided. For example a service 
provider such as an insurance company offers its services conditioned by some information 
about the patient who applies for such services. An example is given in [1].  

In this paper, we propose a security model that we argue will alleviate the security difficul-
ties that may arise in attempts to build a collaboration network. The model is constructed from 
a task-based perspective, as this approach seems to offer the best way forward, as discussed 
later. An example of a prototype for informal collaboration, handled using the model, is given 
elsewhere [2]. The general principles of the model are discussed and a diagrammatic notation is 
devised. Two task-based collaboration protocols, expressed in this paper in the form of Petri-
Nets, represent the permitted states and transitions. The choice of Petri-Nets as the notation is 
discussed. Finally the overall model is constructed formally as categorical pullbacks to illus-
trate its foundation on established logical principles.  

2  A Task-based Perspective for Collaboration Networks 

A collaboration business, by definition, is based on the needs of the collaborators from each 
other. Each side needs information or a service from the other participants. The obvious ques-
tion that someone will immediately ask before he/she releases any confidential information or 
responds to an enquiry is: what for? For what purpose is the information required? Usually the 
expected answer will be the naming of a task for which the information required is essential, 
sometimes with a further explanation of the benefit of this task for the two sides (collaboration 
proposal). The information owner may like to restrict the use of this information by some 
conditions (security policy). If they reach initial agreement a detailed negotiation will then take 
place until they reach a considered level of trust, which leads to a collaboration agreement to 
perform the task. One reasonable condition might be to limit the use of the information by 
other tasks. For instance it could be specified that the information should not be used outside 
the task for any purpose. 

We decided to construct our model as task-oriented for the following reasons:  
1. Fundamentally any collaboration scheme is based on specific tasks: there is no collaboration 

without a task.  
2. The task-based approach is promising to address the need-to-know problem, satisfying a 

user requirement in any multi-agency services environment. 
3. The collaboration task is the common object between the collaborators.  
4. Shared information ownership can be granted to the collaboration task.  
5. The task is scalable, flexible and dynamic.  
6. Explicit responsibility is recognized in the task-based approach.  

Overall the basis for any collaboration is an aim to share resources in order to achieve 
common benefits by performing shared operations. Other task-based approaches to security are 
discussed later.  

3  General Principles for our Model  

Collaboration: In our model we consider any deal/trade between individuals or groups, 
which aims to benefit the sides involved as a kind of collaboration. The following are some 
forms of collaboration: 
� Trading between customers and service providers. 
� Joint operation projects 
� Research group collaboration. 
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� The clinician and the patient trade/relationship: the clinician's job exists because of the 
patient, and the patient needs the clinician for treatment. So both need each other and bene-
fit each other. The clinician may need to know some information from the patient as part of 
the course of treatment. The relationship is in general based on trust. In this example there 
are two sides trading benefits through the task called treatment 
Ownership: In this model an item of information is owned initially by its natural owner that 

is the person to whom the information relates. For instance information about the baby is 
owned by the baby although this information is controlled by guardian/parents. In computer 
security terms this is called grant access or delegation. Once this information is required to be 
shared among collaboration parties, an access will be granted to what we call the collabora-
tion-task, controlled by the task-policy. The information owner and/or the access controller will 
be part of the negotiation that results in the task policy. 

Authorization: A participant in a collaboration network, called task-participant, will be 
authorised to gain access to a collaboration-task. This authority will be limited by what we call 
task-policy. 

3.1 Collaborative Task Characteristics  

The characteristics of collaborative tasks are considered to be: 
1. Flexible:  can be a single activity or group of activities sharing same policy, each of which 

can be selected as the need arises.  
2. Dynamic: can be updated even while it is running (supporting post-hoc justification). For 

instance a nurse can be replaced by another one if he/she is not, for any reason, able to 
complete his/her duty in a surgical operation. However any change in the task elements 
should be fully and carefully documented. 

3. Secure: should be fully protected using all the available mechanisms. 
4. Scalable: can be upgraded, for instance to fill some gaps in the original task. A new collabo-

ration task can be built starting from default tasks.  
5. Accountable: all collaboration protocol states and all task run-time events of the collabora-

tion must be well documented. 

3.2 Diagrammatic Representation of Model 

The architecture in Figure 1 illustrates the general components of our model. The main compo-
nent is the collaborators (two or more), each of which will need to define three elements: re-
quirements (what does he/she/it/they aim to gain from the other side), policy (rules that need to 
be obeyed) and material (e.g. information to release or services to offer). The second compo-
nent is a pair of task-based collaboration protocols -- the Collaboration Task Creation Protocol 
(CTCP) and the Collaboration Task Runtime Protocol (CTRP) -- both detailed later in the 
following sections.  

CTCP includes a negotiation between all collaborators where the proposed task will be dis-
cussed including all collaborators’ policies and requirements. This process (negotiation) con-
tinues until a decision is taken either by rejecting the proposal or by accepting it. The accep-
tance of a proposal will lead to a formal agreement/contract, which will produce the proposed 
collaboration task in its final stage including all of the policies and requirements.  Negotiation 
can of course be a very complex task [5]. The work described here could be extended later to 
include such aspects as conflict resolution. CTRP will start after a successful compilation of 
CTCP and as scheduled in the task_policy (not necessarily immediately after the end of 
CTCP).
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4  Representation of Protocols in Petri-Net Notation 

We use the Petri-Nets model to represent our collaboration protocols to provide a formal basis 
and a more applicable medium for computer scientists. Flow charts lack a formal basis and can 
be ambiguous in representing states and transitions. Data flow diagrams emphasise flows of 
data, not states, which are considered critical in security systems.  

Net theory was originally introduced in a PhD thesis of C. A. Petri. Later Reisig [15] intro-
duced it to the software engineering area. More recent advances in this formalism are described 
in [16]. The usefulness of Petri-Nets in providing a theoretical basis for handling object life 
cycles has been demonstrated by [22]. In collaboration networks, similar to the multi-agency 
services investigated here, Furuta and Stotts [8] presented an evolution of the Trellis model by 
providing a formal Petri net basis for prototyping the control of such a network.  

In the security area an industrial use of Coloured Petri-Nets was developed by [14] making 
it possible to perform simulations. The nets were debugged by constructing reachability graphs. 
Joshi and Ghafoor [11] specified a multi-level security model for multimedia using a time- 
augmented coloured Petri-Net model. For cryptographic protocols [6] use Petri-Nets to illus-
trate how their semantics can be used to prove security properties. Ryan [18] notes that causal-
ity, critical in the analysis of security protocols, is closely related to information flow and that 
causal structures are rather more explicit in Petri-Nets than in many other areas. 

In general Petri-Nets have been widely used for the modelling and analysis of systems that 
are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel and non-deterministic 
[10].   All these features apply in the collaborative, multi-agency systems studied here. Activi-
ties in the systems: a) overlap in timing; b) are run independently rather than according to some 
common time signal; c) are run over many different servers; d) involve the splitting of tasks 
into subtasks which run in parallel until some common join point is reached; and e) may not 
give the same result in negotiation each time the protocols are run.  

The Petri-Net in Figure 2 represents the CTCP protocol. The initial state represents for each 
collaborator their requirements, policies and offers. For instance, in the patient-doctor collabo-
ration, the patient’s requirements are treatments, the patient’s policy is to keep personal infor-
mation secret, the doctor’s requirements may include information about the patient and the 
doctor’s offer is a treatment course. Following discussion of this initial state the task, at first an 
offer from one side or a requirement from another, is accepted as an offer for further negotia-
tion or rejected without any further details. Policy considerations are normally omitted during 
the introduction transition.  

If the proposed task is found to be reasonable then all collaborators will enter into a detailed 
negotiation in which all aspects including requirements, services and polices will be clarified 
for all collaborators. After that one of three decisions will be taken: the first option could be 
one of the collaborators needs more time to think about the task/offer; the second option could 
be that the expected level of trust could not be ensured so the task is simply dismissed; the third 
option is that all collaborators trust each others so that an agreement between all collaborators 
will take place. This agreement at the end will be formulated in what we call the collaboration 
task. This task will be limited in scope by the task policy, which is a composition of all col-
laborators' policies, meeting all sides’ requirements. 

The Collaboration Task Runtime protocol (CTRP) starts after the task has been completely 
created by the CTCP protocol and when its schedule time, according to the task-policy, is due. 
Before starting the process of the task some tasks need some preparations. Then the task proc-
ess starts following the policy that has been approved in the CTCP stage. Each state of this 
process is monitored, assessed (verified against the task-policy) and then documented. The task 
assessment may result in one of the following: 
1. The task is proceeding satisfactorily, following the policy and the plan and has not finished 

yet, so the task should persist. 
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2. The task needs an update to meet its requirements. Depending on how the updates affect the 
process: the task may restart or continue from the last process state. 

3. The task reaches its scheduled end; hence the task terminates normally.  
4. There might be a case where the task abnormally terminates, for instance the task-policy has 

been violated, or the task exceeds the scheduled time without valid reasons. The abnormal 
termination could lead either to the end of the task and then the collaboration or to a new 
session of the CTCP. An exception is raised when the policy has been violated 

 

In our model exceptions are divided into three types: 
1. Exceptions with which the task can still continue to its normal end. Exceptions of this type 

are handled within the CTRP protocol by the task update component. 
2. Exceptions with which the task must be terminated and another task is required to complete 

the planned function. Such cases are handled partially in the CTRP protocol. The task in 
such cases is aborted and the process log (task history) used by the CTCP protocol to create 
another task to redo the function that could not be done by the terminated task in view of the 
exceptions that have arisen.  

3. Exceptions with which the task must be terminated and there is no need for any further 
actions. There are cases where the task immediately terminated and no further actions are 
possible. Exceptions from this type are handled within the CTRP protocol through the 
ABORT component.  

5  Formalisation with Categorical Pullbacks 

The relationship between the protocols CTCP and CTRP can be represented rigorously by the 
categorical pullback shown in Figure 3. Pullbacks are examples of cartesian closed categories 
[12]. 

This figure shows the relationship between four categories (denoted in bold font). C is the 
complete environment and A is a particular system to which a user may require access. C/B is 
a slice category or subcategory of C and C XB A is a limit, representing the relationship be-
tween C and A in the context of B. The limit can be viewed as a subcategory of the product C 
X A over B. Three functors map between C XB A and C/B. ∃ is the existential quantifier se-
lecting some C/B for a particular C XB A, ∀ is the universal quantifier selecting C/B that sat-
isfy all the rules determined by ∆ as the diagonal functor selecting a limit C XB A for a particu-
lar subcategory C/B. ∆ is right adjoint to ∃ and left adjoint to ∀, written ∃ -| ∆ -| ∀.  Two natu-
ral transformations are shown. ηc is the unit of adjunction comparing objects C with objects C 
XB A and εcxa is the counit of adjunction comparing objects C XB A with objects A. ηc is an 
inverse projection (π*) and εc x a is a projection (π).  

In terms of our CTCP/CTRP model given above: the diagonal functor ∆ corresponds to the 
protocol CTCP whereby a limit C XB A is selected for a particular purpose C/B through nego-
tiation. CTCP selects a relationship between C and A for a particular purpose such that the 
diagram in Figure 3 commutes, that is ιc o πc x a = ιa o εc x a. As a Petri-Net CTCP can be repre-
sented as a monoidal category [4]. CTCP is therefore a category-valued functor. C XB A corre-
sponds to the policy rules derived through the negotiation in CTCP.  

The existential functor ∃ is a type constraint: there must exist for all policy rules in C XB A 
an entry in the system C/B. The universal quantifier functor ∀ corresponds to the protocol 
CTRP: all the rules held in the negotiated policy (the limit C XB A) are applied for a particular 
purpose (C/B). Like CTCP, CTRP is a category-valued functor with its Petri-Net defined as a 
monoidal category. Overall CTCP is right-adjoint to ∃ and left-adjoint to CTRP. CTRP is right-
adjoint to CTCP.  

Exceptions are much less likely to occur in the strongly typed categorical model than in a 
set model. If they did occur they would be handled at the natural transformation level. The unit 
of adjunction ηc is given as 1c  CTRP o CTCP(c) and the counit of adjunction as CTCP o 
CTRP(c x a)  1c x a . The former measures the change in c as the functors CTCP and CTRP 
are applied in turn. The latter measures the change in (c x a) as the functors CTRP and CTCP 
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are applied in turn. The unit and counit both give a measure of consistency as the application is 
run with the possibility of exceptions being raised if divergence is noted.  

 
     C 
 

ηc      πc x a  ιc  
 
     ∃   
      C XB A   ∆   C/B 

     
     ∀    

    
   εc x a        ιa 
 

              A      

Fig. 3. Categorical Pullback of System (A) over Environment (C) in the context of Purpose/View (C/B) 

6 Discussion and Conclusions  

We consider two aspects of our work. Firstly the extent to which task-based approaches have 
been used before in security systems; secondly the prospects for formal approaches in the 
security area.  

The idea of task-based has been introduced before in a number of models [7,19,20].  All 
were at the basic level of this approach. The focus by the last two [19,20]] was on whether a 
task-based security model could be an alternative authorisation and access control model to the 
subject-object traditional authorisation models. The first paper [7] tried to address the privacy 
problem using the task-based approach. Mahling et al [13] tried to build a task-based collabora-
tion model. This work though starts from a relatively late stage in the negotiation where the 
plan, agreement and tasks are relatively clear. In addition they do not consider the case of the 
multi-agency environments where the policies of the collaborators are different.  

We have intended in our model to use all of the power of this idea (task-based approach) to 
address the security problem of the collaboration networks and the multi-agency services envi-
ronment. We argue that the real challenge for the task-based approach is the multi-agency 
services environment, where responsibilities are distributed and the ownership is dynamic.  
None of the existing approaches address multi-agency aspects in detail.   

Formalising security models is an important matter as this a way in which guarantees can be 
secured about the reliability of a model. Security rules for multi-agency systems need to be 
formulated at the policy level. At this level, category theory seems to be appropriate as it pro-
vides not only appropriate abstractions for this level but also, in a multi-level architecture, 
mappings to lower levels such as mechanisms. For interoperability a multi-level approach 
constructed in category theory has already proved very promising [17]. The use of Petri-Nets, 
for detailed state transitions, within a categorical framework, for control of types and levels, 
looks to be a way forward for formalising security in information systems. More advanced 
techniques such as Timed Petri-Nets and Stochastic Petri-Nets should be useful in gaining 
greater expressibility. Validation techniques in Petri-Nets could also be used for verifying the 
model.  The benefits of using Petri-Nets will be highest where collaboration occurs between 
multiple agencies. This is a natural area for applying Petri Nets with its concurrency, asyn-
chronicity, distribution, parallelism and non-determinism.  

To conclude this paper has introduced a task-based model to facilitate collaboration in 
trusted multi-agency networks. Our model is based on the fundamental aspect of the collabora-
tion environment, which is the task-based perspective. Two task-based collaboration protocols 
(CTCP and CTRP), expressed as Petri-Nets, are used to represent the permitted states and 
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transitions. The extent to which task-based approaches have been used before in security sys-
tems has also been discussed. 

The two protocols and the relationship between them are defined in Petri-Nets. The overall 
model is formally defined using a categorical pullback construction. Each of the protocols, 
represented as Petri-Nets for state-transition purposes, is a category-valued functor in the pull-
back.  The use of Petri-Nets within a categorical framework looks to be a promising way for-
ward for security problems.  
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